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CONVERSATIONAL 
USER INTERFACES

Changing how we consume information



According to Gartner,
80% of all new enterprise 

applications will use 
chatbots by 2020



… your customers will manage 
85% of their relationship with 
your company without ever 

talking to an actual human being



… and by 2021, most enterprises 
will consider chatbots to be the
preeminent content platform 

surpassing both cloud and mobile.



CONVERSATIONAL UI USE CASES
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Graph adapted from Amazon Alexa 
course on Udemy



Seamlessly shifting 
modalities

Voice to Online

Online to Virtual/AR

AR to Voice

OMNICHANNEL DELIVERY



WILL ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE BE THE 
ANSWER?
How will AI make sense of it all 
when we can barely make sense of 
it ourselves?

Cover: Special Edition of TIME Magazine
Editor: Nancy Gibbs, 2017



THE ROBOTS ARE 
COMING…

We as technical writers can 
either learn how to write 
for both bots and humans 
or miss out on a 
transformational 
opportunity for our 
profession. 
DO YOU SPEAK ROBOT?
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Many to Many
+ Machines IoT
CONTENT 4.0

BRIEF HISTORY OF CONTENT

What goes around…

… comes around

Reach



COMPLEXITY OF CONTENT GETS BIGGER

Scroll Codex Document Topic Block FactPage



UNITS OF CONTENT GET SMALLER

Scroll Codex Document Topic Block FactPage



VOLUME OF CONTENT GROWS

1700 1900 2014 20201945

80% of this is Dark Data …
Inaccessible ROT
• R – redundant
• O – obsolete, or
• T – trivial



THE DIGITAL LANDFILL Content Chaos



GOOGLE MICRO-MOMENTS
https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/micromoments/intro.html

Micro-Moments are multiplying–are you ready 
for the future of marketing?

Perspective – May 2017

Micro-Moments Now: Why you should be the 
advisor consumers are searching for

Perspective – Aug 2017

Micro-Moments Now: Why ‘near me’ 
intent is a ‘near you’ opportunity

Perspective – Aug 2017



MICROLEARNING

Infographics as a form of
microlearning …
about microlearning
META!



MICROFORMATS

Are a loose technology layer that allows for the extraction of data from web pages 
for repurposing of data in different contexts. 

The technology consists of small, semantic structures that identify fragments of content 
that can be consumed as a microformat. Some examples include

 hCalendar – for events

 hCard – for contact information
 hMedia - for audio/video content
 hAudio – for audio content, and
 hNews - for news content.



MICROCONTENT

Is content that is
• about one primary idea, fact, or concept
• easily scannable
• labelled for clear identification and meaning, 

and
• appropriately written and formatted for use 

anywhere and any time it is needed.

It’s not microcontent just because it’s small



EXAMPLES OF MICROCONTENT

Google Featured Snippets

RSS Feeds

Product Tiles

Advanced Organizers
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INTELLIGENT
MICROCONTENT



PRINCIPLES FOR INTELLIGENT MICROCONTENT

1. Focus
Limit microcontent to be 
about only one subject

3. Structure
Use predictable patterns 
and language when 
creating microcontent

2. Function
Classify microcontent to 
identify intended user 
response

4. Context
Make microcontent easily 
relatable to other content



FOCUS
Microcontent must be about only one subject



UNPACKING 
INFORMATION
As professional writers, we 
tend to want to pack as 
much information into small 
spaces.
Does this have an impact on 
machines and humans 
wanting to unpack that 
information?



RELEASE NOTES EXAMPLE
What question is this answering?

How many questions is this 
answering?

What question isn’t answered?

NEW IN THIS RELEASE
Call waiting feature enhancement
Now users can put up to three calls on hold in 
a single session.

New language support added
Voice prompts are now supported for Spanish 
and French Canadian users.

Call forwarding issues resolved
Bugs 791 and 932 are fixed allowing external 
calls to be rerouted to external numbers.



TOPIC ARCHITECTURE
Consider what happens if we focuses 
writing at the block-level within 
topics

The short description supports the 
title of the topic as a block

Every block is an information type 
supporting the topic

Task Topic

Task title

Task body

Context

Purpose

Prerequisites

Steps

Post-requisites

Result

Primary Block

Blocks

REFERENCE

PRINCIPLE

TASK

PRINCIPLE

REFERENCE



STRUCTURED BUILDING BLOCKS OF INFORMATION



FUNCTION
Microcontent must be categorized to identify user intent



CLASSIFYING 
MICROCONTENT
Information needs to be 
categorized according to the
intended reader response to 
that content

The same collection of 
information can be written in a 
number of different ways 
depending upon how we want 
the intended audience to use 
that information



MAKING A CUP OF TEA
2nd Person, present tense

3rd Person, present tense

1st Person, past tense

What is the …
Intended Reader 

Response?

… to  instruct you on how to make tea.

… to  describe to you how tea is made.

… to engage you in a story about tea.



PRECISION CONTENT® INFORMATION TYPES

Reference

DESCRIBES things the reader needs to 
KNOW

Task

INSTRUCTS the reader HOW TO DO 
things

Concept

EXPLAINS things the reader needs to 
UNDERSTAND

Process

DEMONSTRATES to the reader how 
things WORK

Principle

ADVISES the reader about what they 
need TO DO or NOT DO and WHEN



INFORMATION TYPES Reference
Tea bags are commonly 
made of a filter. The bag 
contains the tea leaves 
while the tea is steeped.

Principle
Handle with care. The water 
is hot and may cause 
injuries.Task

To make a cup of tea, boil 
the water, pour it over the 
teabag, and let it steep for 

5 minutes.

Process
The tea farmers pick and 
dry tea leaves in the sun. 

The processing plant 
packages the dried tea 

leaves into tea bags.

Concept
Tea is an aromatic beverage 
commonly prepared by 
pouring hot or boiling water 
over cured leaves.



INFORMATION TYPING INFORMS INTENT

Concept
Example
Definition
Contrast

What is a…?
What is important about…?
What’s the difference between…?

Task Steps
Resolution

How do I…?
What is the outcome of…?

Reference

Result
Outcome
Purpose
Description

What is this about?
What does it do?
What are the facts of…?

Process Stages
Contrast

Why am I performing this task?
Who performs this task?
How does this work?
What happens when…?

Principle Applicability
Statement

What must I do if…?
What must I not do if…?
When must I…?



STRUCTURE
Microcontent must use predictable patterns and language



STRUCTURED AUTHORING DEFINED
Structured authoring means a standardised, 
methodological approach to content creation 
incorporating
 systematic labelling
modular, topic-based architecture
 constrained writing environments, and
 the separation of content and form.

From The DITA Style Guide - Best Practices for Authors
Tony Self www.ditastyle.com



MEETING 2 SETS OF FUNDAMENTAL NEEDS

The Human Brain

Technology

Find

Understand

Use, and

Retain

Connect
Search

Process, and
Reuse

Well-structured content helps



EXCERPT FROM
A MEDICAL JOURNAL...
pN3 description only closely mirrors 
descriptions for pN3a +pN3b + pN3c

Use of footnotes confusing

“Clinically detected” and “Not clinically 
detected” are not exact opposites, and

Inconsistent enumeration of lymph nodes



SAME CONTENT AFTER APPLYING
PRECISION CONTENT® TECHNIQUES
44.2% reduction in word count

20% reduction in passive voice

18.4% increase in Flesch Reading Ease score

30% increase in white space

Elimination of footnotes, and

Addition of labels and visual elements



WHAT’S BEHIND THE CONTENT
With specially-designed 
XML markup, machines can 
now easily parse this content 
into any number of types of 
healthcare applications.

Content is human- and 
machine-ready!

Specialized DITA XML identifies the specific values laid out in the previous 
table

<cs-tnm-categories>
<cs-tmn-category>pN3</cs-tmn-category>
<cs-tmn-subcat>pN3a</cs-tnm-subcat>
<cs-tmn-criteria>10 or more axillary lymph nodes 

where at least one deposit is greater than
2.0mm</cs-tmn-criteria>

<cs-tmn-criteria>any number of infraclavicular 
(level III axillary) lymph nodes.</cs-tmn-criteria>

<cs-tmn-subcat>pN3b</cs-tnm-subcat>
<cs-tmn-criteria>any number of ipsilateral internal

mammary lymph nodes detected by …</cs-tmn-criteria>

</cs-tnm-categories>



CONTEXT
Microcontent must be easily relatable to other content



OUR CONTENT ECOSYSTEM
Content objects exist in an 
ecosystem where changes to 
one type of content prompt 
changes to other related 
content.

Precision Content®
Object Metamodel

Concept

Task Reference

DITA
Principle

Process

PCDITA

RequirementResource

Objective

DesignAbility

Result

Enterprise

Story

Opinion

Call2Action

WalkthroughMarketing



Intelligent
Microcontent

Function

Structure

Focus

Context
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ARE YOU READY?
What does “ready” mean?
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Our journey towards
microcontent is simply

the next step in the evolution
of intelligent content needed to
support omnichannel delivery.



INFINITELY ADAPTABLE Content Contentment



MICROCONTENT WILL CHANGE HOW 
WE WORK WITH INFORMATION

Create and publish microcontent to your enterprise to
 improve usability and precision of your content, and
 future-proof your content for what lies ahead.

See your high-value microcontent published by
 Sales and marketing
 Learning and development, or
 Technical publications.

The technology is coming. It won’t slow down, and 
it won’t solve this on its own.
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QUESTIONS?
Joyce Lam
Content Specialist

joyce@precisioncontent.com

@PCASinc

Precision Content

www.precisioncontent.com

Ask me about …

www.precisioncontent.com/dita2019
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